Abstract. To better understand the work of pre-Darwinian British life researchers in their own right, this paper discusses two different styles of reasoning. On the one hand there was analysis:synthesis, where an organism was disintegrated into its constituent parts and then reintegrated into a whole; on the other hand there was palaetiology, the historicist depiction of the progressive specialization of an organism. This paper shows how each style allowed for development, but showed it as moving in opposite directions. In analysis:synthesis, development proceeded centripetally, through the fusion of parts. In palaetiology, development moved centrifugally, through the ramifying specialization of an initially simple substance. I first examine a community of analytically oriented British life researchers, exemplified by Richard Owen, and certain technical questions they considered important. These involved the neurosciences, embryology, and reproduction and regeneration. The paper then looks at a new generation of British palaetiologists, exemplified by W.B. Carpenter and T.H. Huxley, who succeeded at portraying analysts' questions as irrelevant. The link between styles of reasoning and physical sites is also explored. Analysts favored museums, which facilitated the examination and display of unchanging marine organisms while providing a power base for analysts. I suggest that palaetiologists were helped by vivaria, which included marine aquaria and Wardian cases. As they became popular in the early 1850s, vivaria provided palaetiologists with a different kind of living and changing evidence. Forms of evidence, how they were preserved and examined, and career options all reinforced each other: social and epistemic factors thus merged.
Introduction
This paper introduces a new dichotomy for historians of nineteenth century biology: analysis:synthesis and palaetiology. These two categories reveal differences unexplored by other dualisms such as form versus function, philosophical anatomy versus natural theological functionalism, or epigenesis versus preformationism. Nor do they seem linked with contemporary concerns about materialism. Most importantly, this dualism allows us to better appreciate the aims of British pre-Darwinian life researchers in their own right. I focus on the life sciences in Victorian Britain -specifically London -between the late 1820s and the early 1850s, emphasizing marine invertebrate research. Obviously the usual warnings about subtle differences and fine nuances ignored by this theoretical scheme apply -all maps must omit certain points if they are to highlight new and interesting features of the terrain.
Analysis:synthesis and palaetiology were styles of reasoning, selfreinforcing norms for what counted as good research. I use 'styles of reasoning' to group various historians' terms for these categories. They include Alastair Crombie's ''styles of reasoning,'',further developed by Ian Hacking; Ludwik Fleck's ''thought-styles;'' Gerald Holton's ''themata;'' Nicholas Jardine's ''scenes of inquiry;'' and John Pickstone's ''ways of knowing.'' For Hacking, a style of reasoning sets out what it is to reason rightly. It is epistemological. Historically, a style made certain kinds of inquiries possible, and yet by helping a researcher commit to solving certain problems, it also restricted and excluded alternative inquiries.
1 This partly stemmed from how evidence was used in different styles -someone using one style of reasoning presupposed certain kinds of evidence to be more relevant than other kinds. In turn how evidence was generated, stored and examined helped to shape the favored workplaces of each style. This helped set out possible career alternatives for researchers. Exploring styles of reasoning helps us fuse researchers' social and epistemic commitments.
This paper first compares analysis:synthesis and palaetiology. It then closely examines the style of analysis:synthesis in the life sciences, and some of the areas considered important by analysts:
2 the neurosciences, classification by nervous structure, development, and regeneration/ reproduction. Richard Owen was one researcher committed to analy-1 The best overviews of this are in Crombie, 1988; Iliffe, 1998 . Another discussion is in Kusch, 1991 , p. 94. See also Collingwood, 1939 Holton, 1988, pp. 41-42, 83-84; Harwood, 1993; Jardine, 2000, pp. 3-4, 77; Hacking, 2002, pp. 181-182. 2 For brevity I use this term to refer to those practicing analysis:synthesis.
